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ABSTRACT 
Some “alternates within alternates” are studied and possible improvement of our energy 
policies are explored. The viability of a hydrogen fuel economy is reviewed. Methanol, 
ethanol or ammonia versus hydrogen is one area of interest. Others include liquid hydro- 
gen versus jet fuels, the use of geothermal, solar, wind or water energy for production of 
hydrogen gas versus development of deep earth supplies of natural gas is another. En- 
ergy enhancement as opposed to energy conservation is investigated with regard to po- 
lar climate and what might be done to improve natural energy balances, particularly in 
the northern hemisphere. Pumping Arctic Ocean water out into the Pacific Ocean via the 
Bering Strait would be an energy debit as opposed to energy gains such as biomass con- 
version of future plant growth throughout the Siberian and Canadian tundra regions and 
presently very arid desert regions, improved access to northern region fuel, metal ore and 
mineral resources, year-round shipping and fishing fleet operations in the Arctic Ocean 
and development of the tremendous Greenland hydroelectric power potential. 

VIABILITY OF A HYDROGEN FUEL BASED ECONOMY 
Impending energy problems were foreseen at least since World War II but some 12 years 
ago people everywhere were forcefully reminded as to what happens when fuel for a world- 
wide energy systems economy becomes scarce. This happened when the price of crude 
rose in frequent spasmodic jumps from $2 per barrel to $34 a barrel and more during the 
1970’s. It was held that natural gas was in even shorter supply and official USA policies 
accepted the end of natural gas as dogma. Many people believed nuclear fission plants 
would be our salvation even though nuclear fuel was scarcer than oil and its costs rose 
whenever the cost of oil rose. Also fission plants generate electricity which furnishes l/3 of 
our energy but not liquid or gaseous fuels needed for the other 2/3 of our energy consump- 
tion. Others said not to worry we would go back to coal which can be fired in thermal- 
electric plants and also converted to fuel oil and/or combustible gases. Coal is more plenti- 
ful than crude oil and its price increases did not keep up with rising costs of crude oil and 
uranium during this period. On the other hand air pollution is a major problem in burn- 
ing coal and flue gas scrubbers are expensive. Up to 2 pounds of coal are needed to obtain 
either 1 pound of fuel oil or 1 pound of combustible gas. 
These considerations led to mass reviews of alternate energy sources. Hydro-electric power 
had languished with the advent of cheap thermal fuels and nuclear fission. Most sites close 
to load centers were well utilized or quite small. Extraction of energy from tidal eagres, 

- wave action, thermal gradients or saline gradients at sea remains in its infancy. Many 
large hydropower sites even at maximum distances from load points are being developed. 
Many more such as in Alaska and Greenland are still too far from load points. Many older 
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hydro-electric plants have been revitalized using newer more efficient turbine-generators 
and there has been realistic interest in small hydro-plants despite legal difficulties with 
reluctant utility system customers and a host of government regulatory agencies. Inter- 
est in windmills was bought back from the grave but such power plants are small and do 
not generate electricity when wind velocity is too high or too low. Intense interest was 
focussed on solar power but large plants are very expensive and much development work 
is needed if costs are to be tamed. In solar power the technology exists but the ideal of 
photo-voltaic direct conversion of heat into electricity remains much more costly than 
thermal-electric cycles and the sun does not shine at night. Fusion reactor power plants 
in principle could very well be an energy problem panacea but so far the technology does 
not yet exist, development programs are being cut back and prognostications have become 
gloomy. 

In view of the dwindling of fossil fuels, the growing problems of nuclear fueled plants and 
apparent demise of natural gas it became clear to many that what was really needed was 
an alternate energy fuel economy. Attention increasingly focussed on hydrogen as the an- 
swer. It is plentiful, can be burned in existing equipment with minor changes, burns to 
water vapor in air, has an energy content per pound that is 3 times that of petrofuels and 
4 times that of the best grades of coal, is as safe as other fuels presently in use, burns 
cleaner than any other fuel and can be produced economically using free energy sources 
provided other fuels continue to cost more and more [l]. 

Proponents of hydrogen energy should not be purists. A prime example of the drawbacks 
of a purist approach is our languishing nuclear fission industry. These plants were designed 
to be 100% nuclear and most of these plants use either the pressurized water or boiling 
water design. This approach required use of expensive enriched uranium fuel and pre- 
cluded use of standard 2 pole (3,600 RPM) generators driven by steam turbines using su- 
perheated, dry throttle steam. This led to the development of 4 pole(1800 RPM) genera- 
tors driven by steam turbines using wet throttle steam with condensate extracted between 
each row of rotary blading and are about 25% less efficient than AIEEE-ASME preferred 
standard units. A major factor causing frequent shutdowns of nuclear fission plants is not 
the nuclear side but the steam turbines in which all blading is subject to erosion damage. 
A separate oil or gas fired superheater could have been used at each reactor to permit use 
of more efficient and trouble-free turbines. One U.S.A. reactor uses very high temperature 
helium gas turbine drives at high efficiency and on-line ratings and it is claimed that reac- 
tor melt down cannot happen in such a cycle. The Canadian design uses heavy water as a 
moderator-coolant so that natural uranium-oxide fuel elements can be used in an arrange- 
ment which allows on-line fuel replacement, obviating extensive shutdowns for fuel bundle 
replacement. 

The punch line of Reference 1 was “There is such a fuel-it is hydrogen.” I am indebted to 
a gentleman from Italy who followed the text closely but with changes so that his punch 
line reads “There is such a fuel-it is methane.” (21. Hydrogen proponents should be the 
first to agree that an alternate fuel system should be based on a fuel that is normally 
gaseous, can be easily liquified using pressure or by means of refrigeration for storing, is 
as safe as contemporary fuels, burns cleaner than most contemporary fuels, has a reason- 
able energy content per pound of fuel, is easy to synthesize and can be sold in competition 
with fossil fuels or natural gas. Whether the fuel for such a system is hydrogen, ethanol, 
ammonia, methanol or deep earth natural gas [3] or some of all of these is not important 
and should be decided in the marketplace anyway. 
Hydrogen as the only fuel faces a lot of problems. First there is storage. Hydrogen is fluffy. 
Practical methods of storage include as a gas at hundreds of bars of pressure in thick- 
walled pipe tanks, as a liquid in cryogenic Dewars at a temperature of 20°K or as a hy- 
dride in conjunction with certain metals or alloys. Next hydrogen gas has to have an ad- 
mixture to prevent embrittlement failure of steel pipe or tanks, allow leaks to be detected 
by smell and allow flames to be visible. Finally there is safety. All combustible gasses and 
volatile liquid fuels can leak and, if triggered, detonate and burn. This is also true of very 
fine dust suspended in air such as grain dust or pulverized coal. Hydrogen mixed with 
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air will detonate over a wider range than other fuels but leaked hydrogen gas is the most 
buoyant fuel and burning hydrogen has the least emissivity of all flames. During a hydro- 
gen fire the fuel is trying to leave the scene and people exposed are not being cooked by 
radiant heat. If large aircraft used liquid hydrogen fuel rather than petrofuel the survival 
rate when planes crash land and burn would be much higher. Eighty percent of people on 
the Hindenberg survived its fiery end. 

Water is easily split into hydrogen and oxygen in electrolytic calls and there are many 
other ways under investigation. All proposed systems may be compared to the proven elec- 
trolysis process. To split water using electrical power is expensive and it follows that the 
source of electrical energy in principle should be free and replenishable. There is one al- 
ternate candidate which is neither. Methane rising from deep within the earths mantle is 
relatively inexhaustible. Where it becomes trapped under colder dense rock layers some 6 
miles below the surface it can be reached using deep drilled wells [3]. Natural gas is largely 
methane and can be cracked to release hydrogen while residual components retain value as 
hydrocarbons. This method and source might be most applicable for fueling large aircraft 
with residuals fueling ships and trains. 

There is an important reason to keep pushing on the hydrogen front. Fuel cell technology 
is proven and equipment costs should be dropping to become competitive in the market 
place. Earliest fuel cell power units of size consist of a fuel processing section, the fuel cell 
section and an electrical power conversion section. If hydrogen and oxygen were readily 
obtainable fuel cell power plants would not need the fuel processing section which would 
reduce bulk and cost. This could in turn result in very practical electric power sources 
for industry, farms, houses, boats, buses, trucks and cars. Fuel cell powered cars would be 
high performance cars. This is an alternate policy which, if followed vigorously can con- 
serve energy, reduce pollution and be quite popular as well. 

ENERGYENHANCEMENT AS OPPOSED TO ENERGY CONSERVATION 
When OPEC effected ramp increases in the cost of crude oil in the 1970s customer reac- 
tion ran the gamut including overbidding to assure supplies, searching for new oil fields, 
planning new nuclear fission plants, planning reconversion to coal firing in existing thermal 
electric plants, studying alternate energy sources of divers kinds, improving fuel consum- 
ing equipment efficiencies and practicing energy conservation in numerous ways largely by 
edict. Generally overlooked during this phase of the energy crunch were reliance on a free 
market to provide sure guidance in decision making, development of new natural gas sup- 
plies since natural gas was deemed to have all but disappeared and energy enhancement as 
opposed to energy conservation. Since then there have been many surprises. New oil fields 
in the North Sea, Mexico, Alaska and eastern Asia reduced demand for OPEC crude oil 
and resulted in somewhat lower oil pricing. Nuclear fission plants began to cost too much 
and take too long to build, continued to have operational problems and replacement fuel 
element costs rose, while spent fuel element disposal has not been properly accounted for 
[4]. Coal firing in new or existing thermal-electric plants has been hindered by ecological 
considerations attended by rising costs and lower than planned availability. Alternate en- 
ergy sources have been generally small or if large in concept have remained in the study 
stage as in the still unproven fusion reactor process. Things should be in a real mess but 
they are not. Reasons for this include successful development of more efficient motors, en- 
gines and fuel burning methods, very effective energy conservation measures taken by, in- 
dustry generally and a radically different picture with regard to natural gas which not only 
remains available but has a golden future if predicted deep earth supplies are successfully 
brought on the market [3]. 

Energy conservation is prudent but limited and vast programs of energy enhancement are 
needed. In addition to energy people need more land, more food, a milder climate, a less 
arid climate and more water among other things. Most people live in the northern hemi- 
sphere where most of the land is. Much of that land is cold, arid, treeless tundra as in 
northern Siberia and northern Canada. Much of that land is very arid and infertile as 
in the western United States, northern Mexico, northern Africa, Arabia, Iran and vast 



stretches of central Asia. These arid lands tend to be quite hot or very cold, can support 
only minimal population and are spreading. The planning and the technology necessary 
to do something about all this is at hand. The program referred to will be long-term and 
expensive but it can enhance our energy balance and improve access to remote fuel and 
mineral sources as well. 
Evaporation of water mainly takes place from warm oceanic regions. Clouds of water va- 
por are wind-borne everywhere and depending on circumstance eventually precipitate as 
rain in the torrid and both temperate zones or as snow in a temperate zone during winter 
and in both polar regions. Snow falling at sea in polar regions freezes into ice floes which 
keep spreading out until, encountering warmer water, they melt. Snow falling over land in 
polar regions remains frozen in place and is buried into ice caps by subsequent snow falls. 
Ice cap thickness is in equilibrium with ice removal by plastic flow and ablation of glaciers 
arriving at sea coasts. 

The polar regions each have an area of 22 million square kilometers but are quite dissim- 
ilar. Most of the Antarctic region is occupied by Antarctica a continent having an area 
of 13 million square kilometers with the south pole located well into its interior. Antarc- 
tica is mostly covered by a 2 kilometer thick ice cap and is circled by the frigid Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current which flows east along its coasts. Most of the Arctic region is occu- 
pied by the Arctic Ocean having an area of 15 million square kilometers with the north 
pole located well out at sea. The Arctic Ocean is mostly land-locked by the northern por- 
tions of Canada, Alaska, Siberia, Russia, Norway and the islands of Spitzbergen, Iceland 
and Greenland but interchanges waters with the Pacific Ocean via the very shallow Bering 
Strait and the Atlantic Ocean along the coasts of Greenland and the shallow Norwegian 
Sea. Greenland is the largest island on earth with an area of 2 million square kilometers 
and is mostly covered by a 3 kilometer thick ice cap while Spitzbergen, Iceland and some 
Canadian islands are glaciated. A major climatic factor in the Arctic is the influence of 
warm waters of the Gulf Stream via the Norwegian Sea. 

Prior to the Quaternary Period geological evidence indicates the earth and its oceans were 
warmer and there were no permanent ice caps [S]. Since then there has been a continu- 
ous ice age with varying climate sometimes warmer (interglacial) than now and sometimes 
colder (glacial) with peaks about 105,090 years apart [S]. At present earth climate is get- 
ting colder with the next minimum of warm weather not due for 41,000 years [6]. Within 
this major cycle there are minor cycles and special conditions when the Arctic Ocean has 
remained free of ice. These have mainly been when large shallow seas, no longer extant, 
brought warm waters north via the North American inland sea and/or an inland sea be- 
tween Europe and Asia and forest growth replaced tundra lichens [7]. Greenland’s ice cap 
is at least 10,000 years old (81 while Arctic Ocean ice floes are unstable and disappeared 
between 2,000 and 4,000 B.C., melted in summer from 700 to 1100 A.D. and melted occa- 
sionally between 1860 and 1940 [7]. 

The Arctic Ocean is highly stratified with top 64 meters of depth heavily diluted by fresh 
water from rivers and melting ice and is buoyant although cold [7]. Below this is a 172 me- 
ter thick layer of cold water from the Pacific Ocean which is less salty, more buoyant and 
rides above a 630m thick warmer but denser layer of water entering from the Atlantic 
Ocean while below these are layers of still colder and denser water with the bottom lay- 
ers trapped within deeper portions of the Arctic Ocean basin [7]. Much potential heating 
of Arctic waters is prevented by waters leaving as the Labrador current then mixing with 
and cooling Gulf Stream currents and deflecting them toward Europe, Norway and north- 

- ern Russia. Data for these stratified layers of seawater are given in Table 1. A present day 
annual heat balance for the Arctic Ocean basin compared with an ice-free Arctic Ocean 
heat balance is given in Table 2. 
In this century there have been a number of studies made as to how ameliorate northern 
climes [7]. Reference 7 is Can Man Change the Climate by P. Borisov of Moscow, USSR 
in 1973. His study is recent, his plans are based on modern equipment and construction 
methods and he investigates in detail some objections raised in regard to earlier studies. 
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An international consortium (USA, Canada, some northern European countries, USSR and 
Japan) would be formed to do the work. Honeycombed precast thin-wall ferro-concrete 
sections (60m high by 40m wide by 250m long) of a dam would be fabricated in shipyards, 
towed to the Bering Strait and placed in lines as shown in Figure 1. Section buoyancy is 
equal to that of icebergs with watertight intake and discharge gates closed. Tops of sec- 
tions would be shaped to avoid damage from pack ice. Motor-driven axial flow seawater 
pumps with very low head and very high flow characteristics and the above gates to pre- 
vent back flow would be used to pump up to 140,000 cubic kilometers per year of Arc- 
tic Ocean surface waters south into the Pacific Ocean as shown in Figure 2. New hydro- 
electric plants in Siberia, Alaska, Canada and Greenland would furnish the necessary elec- 
tricity via new transmission line networks. Maximum energy required would be a peak 
demand of 25 million kW and an annual consumption of 220 trillion kWhr. The estimated 
total project cost in 1973 was 20 billion USSR rubles to be spent over a period of 10 years 
PI. 
To put project cost in perspective the cost in USSR rubles might be 45 billion today which 
at the 1978 rate of exchange would be 61 billion USA dollars. To put energy requirements 
in perspective 25 million kW is 4% of the 1979 USA installed generating capacity and the 
220 trillion kWhr is 9.5% of the 1979 USA generation of electricity and 2.8% of the 1979 
world generation of electricity. Figure 2 shows a different arrangement of dam and equip- 
ment than reference 7. In the latter seawater pumps are horizontal in streamlined nacelles 
with 2 rows of concrete columns supporting 3 tiers of pump tubes having single butter- 
fly stop gates with cantilevered Venturi intakes and discharge tonics and an upper sub- 
merged section for vehicular traffic and maintenance and supported from a massive flood- 
able bottom section. The high pump flow and very low hydraulic head indicate pump spe- 
cific speed will be very high and pump RPM will be very low which favors vertical drive 
motors similar to many hydroelectric power plant generators except each motor should be 
inside weathertight housings. See Table 3. Each motor would drive 3 axial flow propeller 
pumps in parallel. The figure 2 arrangement offers the following advantages: 

(1) The thin-wall concrete eggcrate design is very strong structurally eliminating need for 
massive columns, beams and footings and reducing concrete volume and cost. 

(2) The use of stop gates external to each intake and discharge opening allows individ- 
ual pump bays to be dewatered in place for maintenance work in the dry and when closed 
permit each 250m long section to be buoyant without need for auxiliary pontoons for sea 
transport with all equipment in place. 

(3) A main deck located well above seawater and pack ice provides an immediate plat- 
form for north power transmission line masts (2 per 250M section, safety railing, west- 
bound train tracks, a row of vertical, weathertight, 36 synchronous RPM drive motors, a . 
3 lane roadway with turn-offs between motors, a second row of drive motors, east-bound 
train tracks, safety railing and south power transmission line masts and precludes necessity 
for submerged operating galleries. 

(4) Intake openings, pump eyes and discharge areas are the same so that water velocity 
through dam is constant making Venturi tonics unnecessary, tandem pumps are simply 2, 
3 or 4 bladed propellers mounted within cast-in-place metal rings and pump drive shafts 
are exposed, flanged tubing with cast-in-place shaft bearings all tending to reduce cost. 

(5) Need for maintenance work on pumps, pump drive shafts, stop gate winch motors, 
- motorized intake chamber drain valves, motorized fill valves and motor driven sump pumps 

should be sufficiently low that access from level to level using safety ladders is practical. 

(6) Watertight steel ribbed stop gates with soft gaskets do not impede water flow when 
in the dropped, open position and are squeezed tight shut by seawater pressure when in 
the snugged up, closed position. 

(7) Support piles and pile cap arrangement is simpler and carry less dead weight and keel 
slabs of dam sections should be liberally recessed to simplify placement at sea. 
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(8) End walls of d am sections can be keyed or locked using through bolts while transmis- 
sion line end masts can be connected using short flexible power links. 
The selection of 140,000 cubic kilometers per year to be pumped is based on the concept 
of changing north frigid zone climate gradually over say 5 years when the Arctic Ocean 
would be ice free. Thereafter flow could be cut back 50% to just maintain an ice free Arc- 
tic Ocean or greater than necessary flow maintained to further improve climate in land 
areaS ringing the Arctic Ocean (71. Immediate and sustained improvement of Atlantic layer 
water temperature is given in Table 4. Arctic Ocean surface waters at present are at a 
temperature of 271.4”K or only 1.75’K below the freezing point of fresh water. When the 
upper 64m of dilute very buoyant cold water have been drawn off replacement will be by 
the next layers of cold water from the Pacific and warmer water from the Atlantic. Comin- 
gling is assured since these layers initially are very close in density and more warmer water 
would be entering the Arctic Basin continuously creating a North Polar Gulf Stream at a 
surface temperature of 0.8’K above freezing or higher as the pumping continued. By prod- 
uct advantages of maintaining the 140,000 cubic kilometer annual flow would be shrinking 
of polar center of cold in air over land located in eastern Siberia to abate the present dry, 
bitter cold air masses which now flow far into continental interiors of North America, Eu- 
rope and Asia and lead to the de-icing of the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk as well. 
With the advent of warmer, moist air movements over the tundras reforestation of these 
barren lands should proceed at up to 1 kilometer per year naturally and this process could 
be accelerated by husbandry programs. Similarly, desert areas at lower latitudes would be- 
come progressively less arid, which will be of critical interest in North Africa. 
Initial cost of the dam, gates, seawater pumps, transmission lines and hydro-electric power 
plants plus ancillary costs such as railroads, highways, airfields, locks and docks, towns 
for operators et cetera plus annual costs for operating and maintaining the power systems 
are all debits. Off setting these are a number of items which can be evaluated monetarily 
in terms of savings or value added assets including far less fuel needed for space heating 
everywhere in the North Temperate Zone and the Arctic Regions, much easier access to 
natural gas, crude oil, coal, metal ores and minerals in Arctic regions, the value of forests 
and replenishable forest products which will grow at the highest latitudes of those regions, 
the value of new farming and grazing lands that will become available at intermediate lat- 
itudes of the North Temperate Zone presently too arid and/or cold for these purposes, the 
benefit of year-round shipping and fishing fleet operations within the Arctic basin and de- 
velopment of the enormous Greenland hydro-electric potential [9]. 
With mild climate within the north polar region the Greenland ice cap ablation will ex- 
ceed ice replenishment at a rate of up to 0.0015 m per year [7]. The estimated future Green- 
land ice cap life span of 2,000,OOO years indicates amortization of Greenland hydro electric 
power plants will not be a problem. Correspondingly, the sea level would rise O.O000075m/yr 
or only lm after 133,333 yr. The Antarctic ice cap holds 78% of the volume of ice presently 
impounded on land at a temperature of 55’K below the freezing point of fresh water and 
would continue to do so regardless of how man may change conditions in the north polar 
region for reasons discussed earlier. 
It would seem that the above described program of world energy enhancement has much 
to offer and should have a short payback period. Annual funding would be easy if each of 
the participating nations made pro rata contributions directly from existing, unnecessar- 
ily high, military budgets. Such a program is a vast opportunity for international coop- 
eration, goodwill and achievement for the benefit of many. Indeed we should hope that it 

_ catches on so that at least one generation of national leaders could point with pride to a 
record of mutual accomplishment rather than more sabre-rattling, poverty and worse. In 
an improving world new generations of national leaders could vie in proposing and help- 
ing to carry out other highly desirable energy enhancement programs while scrapping their 
past policies which all too often resulted in armed conflict. 
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TABLE 1 

CHARACTEROF WATERMASSES INTHE 
CENTRAL SECTION OFTHE ARCTIC BASIN 

Description of Thickness Volume Relative Salt Density 
Water Layers m 1,000 cu.Km Temp., “K Kg/m3 Tonnes/m3 
Arctic Surface 64 321 (1.75) 30.00 1.0245 
Arctic/Pacific 172 864 (1.75) 34.60 1.0278 
Atlantic Influx 630 2,738 1.50 34.90 1.0279 
Lower Arctic 1,932 4,540 (0.40) 34.93 1.0280 
Bottom Arctic 2,202 2,454 (0.80) 34.96 1.0281 

Notes 

1. Arctic surface waters diluted by fresh water run-off from Asia and North America 
and ice-melt are less dense than lower layers even though average temperature is 
1.75’K below the 273.16”K freezing point of fresh water. 

2. The Arctic/Pacific layer is a mix of cold waters which is more saline and denser than 
Arctic surface waters but less dense than the wedge shaped influx of the warmer At- 
lantic water layer at 1.5’K above 273.16’K. 

3. Original data in Reference 7 is credited to V.T. Trinofeyev and salinity was expressed 
as “30 per mill” rather than Kg/m3. 

4. Tonnes/m3 is the same as g/cc. 

5. Cold Arctic surface and Arctic/Pacific layers float on top of and hold the warmer 
Atlantic layer 236 to 866 m below the surface thus perpetuating freezing conditions 
at the surface where temperature of floating ice is 10°K below freezing which is still 
much higher than that of ice on land which is 28’K below freezing in Greenland and 
55’K below freezing in Antarctica. 



TABLE 2 

THERMAL BALANCES FOR ARCTIC OCEAN SURFACE WATERS 
FOR CONTEMPORARY & ICE FREE CONDITIONS 

( KCAL/SQUARE CENTIMETER/YEAR) 

Description of Contemporary 
heat credit or (debit) Conditions 
Insolation 72.6 
Reflected Radiation (54.3) 
Effective Radiation (16.8) 
Evaporation (5.0) 
Convective Losses (5-o) 
Heat from Atlantic-Surface 0.0 
Heat from Atlantic-Deep 2.5 
Heat from Pacific 0.4 
Heat from Rivers 0.2 
Heat Saved-Ice Berg Outdrift 2.4 
Heat Saved-Cold Water Outflow 3.0 
Heat Lost Melting Ice 0.0 

0.0 

Ice Free 
Conditions 

72.6 
(10.0) 
(22.6) 
(30.0) 
(10.0) 

it; 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

(7.2) 
0.0 

Change in 
Conditions 

4::: 
(5.8) 

(25.0) 
(5.6) 

(3.0j 
(7.2) 
0.0 

Notes 

1. Floating ice floes make a much better mirror than ice free seawater in motion and 
the biggest single improvement when ice floes melt is a decrease in reflected radiation 
losses which is partially offset by increased direct radiation, evaporation and convec- 
tive heat transfer from seawater to ambient air. 

2. Certain heat credits will be lost when the Bering Strait Dam Pumping Stations go 
on line including heat advection from the Atlantic deep layer, heat in other water 
entering the Arctic Ocean and heat saved when icebergs and very cold water drifts 
out of the Arctic Ocean Basin which offsets the reduction heat debits noted above. 

3. The 7.2 Kcal/square centimeter/year of heat from the Atlantic is based on a pumped 
flow of 140,000 cubic kilometers/year from the Atlantic surface layer as a Polar Gulf 
Stream through the Arctic Ocean Basin and out via the Bering Strait into the Pa- 
cific Ocean and represents the amount of heat needed to melt one third of existing 
Arctic Ocean ice floes. 

4. After all Arctic Ocean ice floes have melted then 3.6Kcal/square centimeter/year is 
needed to insure against regeneration of floating ice and from 0 to 3.6 Kcal/square 
centimeter/year is available to further improve weather in the North Temperate Zone 
and the Arctic Polar Region. 

5. The data of Table 2 is rearranged from similar tabulations in Reference 7. 



Total Flow 

TABLE 3 

BERING STRAIT DAM PUMP & PUMP BAYDATA 

= 
Total Head = 

Total Power = 
= 

Tot al Power = 

(Velocity Head)2 l 
Velocity Head = 
Dam Area = 
Intake Area = 
Intake area/Bay = 
No. of Bays = 
No. of Motors = 
No. of Pumps = 
Volume Flow/Pump = 

= 
Mass Flow/Pump = 

= 

Flow Vel/Intake/Discharge = 
Flow Vel/Pump Eye = 
Pump Power = 
Motor Power = 
Pump Specific Speed = 

140,000 cu.km/yr = 140,000,000,000,000 m3/yr 
140 x 1012m3/yr i 8766 h/yr = 16,000,000,000 m3/h 
16,000,000,000 m3/h i 3,600 s/h = 4,444,444 m3/s 
4,444,444 m3/s x 1,028 kg/m3 = 4,569,000,000 kg/s 
4,444,444 m3/s x 35.313 CF/m3 = 157,000,000 CF/s 
157,000,000 CF/s x 64 #/CF = 10,045,000,000 #/a 
10,045,000,000 #/a + 8.54 #/gal = 1,176,000,000 gal/s 
1,176,000,000 gal/s x 60 s/m = 70,574,000,000 GPM 
0.35m (See Ref. 7) x 3.28 ft/m = 1.167 ft 
0.35m x 4,569,000,000 ? i 102w x 0.75 eff 
21,000,OOO kW 
1.167 ft x 10,045,000,000 3 i w x 0.75eff 
21,000,OOO kW 
2GH = 2 x 32.2 ft/ a2 x 1.167 ft = 75.15 ft2/s2 
8.6 ft/s f 3.28 ft/m = 2.64 m/s 
70,000 m long x 50 m high = 3,500,OOO m2 
4,444,444 m3/s i 2.64 m/s = 1,683,OOO m2 
3 x 10m x 15m = 450 m2 
1,683,OOO m2 i 450 m2 = 3,742 ea 
3,742 x 2 = 7,484 ea 
3,742 x 6 = 22,452 ea 
4,444,444 m3/s i 22,452 = 198 m3/s 
70,574,000,000 GPM i 22,452 = 3,143,OOO GPM 
4,569,000,000 kg/s f 22,452 = 203,500 kg/s 
10,045,000,000 #/a i 22,452 = 447,400 #/a 
6 x 198 m3/s f 450 m2 = 2.64 m/s 
198 m3/s i TX 10m x lOm/4 = 2.64 m/s 
21,000,OOO kW i 22,452 = 935 kW 
3 x 935 kW = 2,805 kW 
36(3,143,000) + f 1.167°*75 = 56,842 
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TABLE 4 

CHANGESOFTHE ATLANTIC WATERLAYER CONDITIONS 
PRIORTO ENTERING THE ARCTIC OCEAN BASINFOR 

POSITION 80°N. 9OE AFTER N YEARSOF PUMPING OUT 
ARCTIC OCEAN SURFACE WATERVIA BERING STRAIT DAM 

Year of Depth of Atlantic Relative Salt Density 
Pumping 
First 
Second 
Third 
g?;p 
Tenth 

Kg/M3 Tonnes/m3 

Notes 

1. Initial pumping rate is 140,000 cubic kilometers per year. After Arctic Ocean ice 
floes are melted the pumping rate could be reduced to 70,000 cubic kilometers per 
year to merely maintain ice-free waters or higher flows could be maintained to im- 
prove northern climates. 

2. Pumping Arctic Ocean surface waters out via the Bering Strait will stop influx of 
cold Pacific Ocean water and the rejection back into the Atlantic Ocean of similar 
flows of warm water each year (which are then lost to the Arctic Ocean basin) thus 
creating a polar gulf stream. 

3. The relative temperatures listed are all above freezing. the progressively warmer wa- 
ters must first be brought to the surface, then warm floating ice to 273.16’K and fi- 
nally melt the ice. Thereafter air currents no longer over ice would be warmer and 
evaporation could take place. 

4. Ablation of the Greenland ice cap as a result of warmer northern climates is esti- 
mated in Reference 7 not to exceed O.OOlSm/year or lm in 666.67 years which can be 
equated to total ice cap ablation in 2,000,OOO years and a world sea level rise of lm 
every 133,333 years. 
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Figure 1. Plan and Elevation of Bering Straight Dam. 
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Figure 2. Section Through Typical Pump Bay. 


